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Wardrobe systems 
that will really get 
you hooked!
From simple, structurally sound
stand-alone wardrobes, to classic, 
beautifully finished wood wall racks, the 
Rigid Rak™ line of products add to the 
ambience of any room.

Coat and hat fads may come and god, but Rigid 
Rak™ products will last and last. The entire line 
is constructed in the United States using the 
finest craftsmanship. Every product undergoes 
extensive durability testing and quality 
inspection to ensure the Rigid Rak™ product 
your receive is the epitome of durability.

Rigid Rak™’s wide range of wardrobe systems 
and accessories are made to order to fit your 
exact requirements. All Rigid Rak™ wardrobes 
are available with matching and suitable 
accessories. From brass hooks to low attrition 
hangers with skirt clips, you will always have a 
place to hang your articles of clothing.

Rather than display our product in an 
ordinary fashion, we decided that it would 
be best to give you a real world example of 
Rigid Rak™ in action. The following pages 
are a collection of photos where Rigid Rak™ 
has been used to benefit our customers. 
The photography is accompanied by brief 
descriptions and suggestions on how and 
where our products can benefit you.

Rigid Rak™ touts a wide selection of specialty 
hangers to go with every one of our systems.



Medical
Need a place to hang lab coats or 
smocks? Rigid Rak™ hook panels 
are the right choice. Want a place 
for your patients to hang jackets 
and garments? Try our wardrobe 
products with optional hangers and 
accessories. We have products for 
every decor and every office need.

Possible Usage
Doctor’s offices, hospitals, annexes

Products Shown
#940 maple panel with a #984 clear 
aluminum hook

Municipal
High capacity, high impact, and 
high standards make Rigid Rak™ 
the best choice for municipal 
buildings. Durable and feature-
loaded products, like the tubular 
steel racks, are perfect for the 
demands of high traffic, heavy 
use situations. The clean lines and 
precise welds of Rigid Rak™ Tubular 
Steel racks are a good fit for places 
where durability is a must.

Possible Usage
Fire & police stations, military 
housing

Products Shown
#805 free standing rack with boot 
shelf



Retail
Perfect for customer fitting rooms. 
Subtle in design, Rigid Rak™ can 
lightly lift a dull fitting room’s 
ambience. Tubular racks and 
hanger systems are perfect for 
displaying merchandise instead of 
traditional circular rack systems. 
Even restaurant coat checks and 
hotel lobbies can benefit from Rigid 
Rak™’s durability.

Possible Usage
Storefronts, salons, spas, 
restaurants, cafes, bars, clubs

Products Shown
#450 series with #966 hangers

Recreation
If you have a high traffic situation 
like a locker room or training 
area, then Rigid Rak™ is the right 
choice. Rigid Rak™ can handle the 
equipment of the most demanding 
activities. Rigid Rak™’s durable 
steel chrome hooks stand up to the 
elements and your highest traffic 
situation, while sturdy tubular steel 
racks provide extra storage needs in 
the back rooms of any facility. 

Possible Usage
Stadiums, health clubs, community 
centers, pools and marinas

Products Shown
#510 series shelf with hook strips



Educational
From backpacks and raincoats, 
to band uniforms, our designs 
combine durability to stand up 
to the rigor of student use along 
with elegance and color options to 
tie into any school decor. Various 
Rigid Rak™ products incorporate 
height adjustability so the product 
does not need to be relocated if 
the grade level for the classroom 
changes. Try our folding coat racks 
for assemblies and large school 
functions for temporary storage.

Possible Usage
Daycare, preschool, elementary, 
junior, and senior high school, 
colleges and universities, dorms

Products Shown
#210/120 series adjustable height 
shelf with hooks

Governmental
Subtle elegance is Rigid Rak™’s 
appeal to the governmental offices. 
Maintain costs while permeating 
a sense of structure and stability. 
Rigid Rak™ hook panels make great 
accent pieces to judge’s chambers, 
court house coat rooms, and other 
various locations. The durable 
construction of the system assures 
that your product will last for years. 

Possible Usage
Government buildings, court houses, 
political offices

Products Shown
#942 hook panel in dark mahogany 
with #995 hooks



Professional
Rigid Rak™ has the answer for 
garment storage in any office or 
reception area. Sturdy wood and 
steel racks can be utilized in closets 
and nooks while free standing 
racks can be used where no space 
has been allocated. For individual 
offices, hook and panel systems can 
be mixed and matched to create 
any look, from traditional
to contemporary.

Possible Usage
Virtually any type of professional 
office setting

Products Shown
#620 series in maple/chrome with 
#960 hangers

Industrial
Durability and functionality are 
of the utmost importance when 
dealing with the heavy-duty 
industrial world. You can depend 
on the quality of your garment 
storage products when you 
choose Rigid Rak™. Strong welds, 
top-notch materials, and quality 
craftsmanship assure Rigid Rak™ 
is perfect for any industrial work 
place, no matter if it’s for personal 
protective equipment,
or a wardrobe system for the
locker room.

Possible Usage
Warehouses, fabrication and 
mechanic shops, manufacturers

Products Shown
#929 utility hook strips



Congregational
Whether you’re talking about a 
house of worship or a crowded 
auditorium, Rigid Rak™ has the 
perfect solution to your garment 
storage needs. Match existing 
decor with one of our many finishes 
for high traffic coat rooms and find 
something to accommodate even 
the smallest offices. Roll out the 
folding coat racks for larger events 
or where permanent storage isn’t 
possible, and simply fold them up 
to tuck them away when the event 
is over.

Possible Usage
Places of worship, auditoriums, 
gathering places, funeral homes

Products Shown
VelociRak 800-VRP6

Hospitality
Ideal for hotel and motel 
applications, Rigid Rak™ wall racks 
offer unprecedented durability to 
provide years of service in guest 
rooms and meeting areas. A full 
line of hangers and receptacles are 
the perfect welcome for the weary 
traveler.

Possible Usage
Hotels, motels, casinos, conference 
centers

Products Shown
#350 series with #962 hangers on 
#969 receptacles



Sturdy, durable and 
long lasting...
The Rigid Rak™ product line is known 
for its durability and strength. Built to 
last and take a beating, our systems are 
sturdy and worth the investment.

Working with a wide variety of industries, we’ve 
come to know which products best suit which 
types of business. This matrix will help you 
custom-fit a solution to fit your specific needs.

Your needs, our products
Each product line in the Rigid Rak™ family 
boasts unique features that suit different 
needs. We’ve listed these benefits for you so 
you can understand what product will best 
suit your situation. This is just another way we 
ensure our product is perfect for you.

Solid Wood Racks
Classic and deluxe solid wood wall racks 
compliment the most distinctive decor. 
Hand buffed, double lacquer finish and 
concealed wall mounts are our hallmark 
and make these racks especially elegant. 
Available in several natural wood finishes. 
Shelf tubing is powder coated steel or 
chrome. Select models equipped with wood 
shelf slats. Hanger pole is chrome, matching 
hangers are available.

Hook Panels
Rigid Rak™ solid wood hook panels are 
hand finished in a beautiful selection of 
natural wood colors. Combine panels and 
hooks (sold separately) of your choice to 
create the desired look. The classic wall 
costumer is designed for executive offices. 
Only 3-3/4” deep, it can be mounted 
behind the office door. Panels are pre-
drilled for concealed mounting.
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Wardrobes
Classroom wardrobes feature 
sturdy, all steel frames, legs, 
shelves, and double pronged 
butterfly hooks. Hook shelf is 
height adjustable. Order with or 
without end panels. Also available 
are semi-concealed wardrobes, 
which are designed for executive 
offices, conference rooms, and 
reception areas. Add one of these 
to tidy up any office. Hangers
are included.

Tubular Steel Wall 
Racks
Rigid Rak™ tubular steel wall racks 
offer unique designs with clean, trim, 
contemporary lines. These racks are built 
to last. Hanger style racks have 1” diameter 
tubular steel hangar poles finished in 
chrome. Hook style racks include double 
prong butterfly hooks. Available in any 
length, these wall racks customize
any space.

VelociRak & Free 
Standing Racks
The folding VelociRak offers a 
contemporary option for the 
portable rack. VelociRak will handle 
temporary or permanent coat room 
needs. When your guests have 
left, simply fold it, roll it, and store 
it. Feature straight clean lines, 
our free standing racks provide 
versatility for any standard or 
custom garment storage need.

Channel Mounted Wall 
Racks
Channel mounted systems are the perfect 
solution for any application where shelf 
height needs to be flexible. Formed 
steel mounting channels with positive 
clamp inserts provide the convenience 
of adjustable shelf height. Available with 
chrome hanger pole or butterfly hooks.

Cubicle Hooks
Even the simplest designs can 
make a world of difference. Take 
the cubicle hook, for instance. 
Designed to hook over the 
edge of a cubicle or the top of a 
door, the cubicle hook makes a 
great temporary or permanent, 
unobtrusive place to hang and 
store personal belongings.
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Wooden Panels
Rigid Rak™ wooden panels increase the beauty 
of your hook panel system. The synergy 
between the raw materials of wood and metal 
collide on your custom designed Rigid Rak™ 
hook panel product.

Hangers & Receptacles
Select from solid oak and solid maple, 
leather simulated plastic hangers, and 
bright commercial nickle chrome heavy 
gauge wire hangers. Available with open 
hook, ball top with compatible receptacles, 
and closed hook.

Keep on Edge

All wooden panels have 
the option of three edge 
profiles that increase the 
level of customization.

966 960

967 961

Mahogany

Walnut

Natural Oak

Maple

Medium 
Oak
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Hooks
Large selection of hooks to accompany our hook panels are designed to give you unlimited aesthetic 
options for your room. You can pick from multiple finishes to match our selection of wooden panels so your 
Rigid Rak™ matches your decor perfectly. Below is our collection of hooks from which you may choose, as well 
as our selection of anodized finishes.

Black

Gold

Clear

922 984 980 921 925 981 983 982

988 900 923 901 906 903

963 955 951

964 962 965
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